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Embattled

Program profiles
Part two of the Future's
coverage on programs
up for cuts -SEE NEWS, A4 & AS

Amid controversy, George O'Leary
steadfast in vision for UCF-sEEsPon1s,A6
Animals

IT CAME
FROM THE

SEA

The body ofa five or six-foot-long
shark was left lying in the middle of
a street in downtown Miami after
two men tried to sell it to several fish
markets for around $10. The men
had taken the shark around on the
train, prompting calls to police.

BOT to·decide on cuts· today
Four programs could be cut in ~eeting

and Computer Science and
management information
· systems in the College of
I
The length of time for Business Administration.
at 1 p.m. and will be open to
ARIANA VIVES
Staff Writer
the public.
.deliberation depends on The suspension of actuarial
"The public can attend, how long discussion takes sciences will also be put to
The UCF Board of but there is no public .com- on other issues, Heston said vote.
The meeting's outcome
Trustees will meet today to ment period at the meeting, ·
The vote will decide the
decide whether to move as there was last week," fate of four programs: car- will affect '37 employees and
forward with the program UCF News & Information diopulmonary sciences in about 1,025 students.
The UCF chapter of the
deletions and suspension spokesman Grant Heston the College of Health and
approved by the Education- said.
Public Affairs, radiologic United Faculty of Florida
al Programs Committee .on
The vote itself is the sev- sciences in the College of will be holding a second
July 13.
en:th item on the meeting's Health and Public Affairs, rally today from ll:45 a.m. to
The meeting will take · agenda, according to the engineering technology in
PLEASE SEE UFF ON A4
place at the Live Oak Center Board of Th.lstees' Web site. the College of Engineering

a

FASHION

.

CLOTHING
REALLY
·

Uncover

Luxury clothing story Bameys New
York saw controversy when a
window display appeared depicting
blood-spattered mannequins
fending off attackers.The creative
director for the store was away on
business at the time. He said he
encourages creativlty,but this clearly
crossed the line.

l'-m Follow this story
\..a ontheWeb
FOR MORE NEWS
Visit UCFNews.com for updates
on today's meeting, pictures of
the protest and reactions to the
BOT's final decision. Also look for
video vignettes online and
footage from today's events.
NEXT ISSUE
Check out our full story on the
decision. ·
www.UCFNews.com

hu d
Feeling hip? Read our review ofthe Rx Bandits'
journey to Orlando for their CD release
party/in-store concert at Park Ave CDs.
- SEE VARIETY,A8

_eves iri~t

Breaking
newson ,
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

' AROUND CAMPUS, A2

CAREER SERVICES
HELPS YOU BRUSH UP
ON INTERVIEW SKILLS
Career Services will .offer students
an opportunity to practice
interview techniques, formats and
questions in Room 185-Cof the
Ferrell Commons today from 3
p.m. to 4 p.m.

Plus:

Kar,:igan tours on Vans Wa~

LOCAL & STATE, A2

Read our Q&A with the
UCF students/alumni who
comprise Orlando-based
band Karrigan, which is
currently touring the U.S.

CONVICTED MIAMI
MEN LOOKING FOR A
POSSIBLE NEW TRIAL
Five Miami men convicted of
plotting terrorist attacks with alQaida claim the verdicts should be
overturned or a new trial ordered.
Followjng two earlier mistrials, the
men were convicted in May.

JAILED MAN CAN1'
ATTEND DAUGHTER'S
NUPTIALS,JUDGE SAYS
Palm Beach County Circuit Judge
Karen Miller decided Tuesday that Franklin King, who is jailed on
molestation charges, would not be
given a temporary release to
attend his daughter's wedding.
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Adestination for the
magically minded
Get in touch with your
supernatural side as you read our
review of spiritual shop, Avalon.

P.E Chang's commits $SOK to Rosen -··P rof~r receives
mentoring award
JESSICA CAMPBELL
. Contributing Writer

At a time when budget
cuts put many UCF programs on the chopping
block, one company has
chosen to stay invested.
P.F. Chang's ChiI;la
, Bistro Inc. has a long history with contributing scholarship money to the Rosen
College of Hospitality
Management, said Hyungil Jung, a professor of
accounting and finance at
the Rosen College.
The nationwide chain
restaurant corporation has
been offering different
ranges of scholarships.
"The largest amount I
have see n was close to
$10,000," Jung said.
"They've been a donor
since 2001, but this is a

TINA RUSSELL
·

CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRALFLORIO/I: FUTURE

The Rosen College of Hospitality Management will receive $50,000 of
scholarship money over five years from P.F. Chang's China Bistro Inc.

brand new gift," said Jennifer Rickmann, a development officer at the
Rosen College.
The
corporation
agreed to an award of
$10,000 p er academic ye ar

for a period of five years.
$7,500 will go directly
to the students for education!tl purpose s,
and
$2.500 will go to finance
PLEASESEE

~

STUDENTS ON A3

Contributing Writer

· UCF professor Lesia
Crumpton-Young received
the Presidential Award for
Excellence in Scie nce,
Mathematics and Engineering from the White
House and the National
Science Foun,dation for her
individual
mentoring
efforts with women and
minorities who are studying engineering.
The Presidential Award
for. Excellence is give n out
y e arly to individuals or
organizations that understand the vital role that
mentoring plays in an acad emic and p e rsonal d evelopment of scie n ce or e n gi-

"
I •

PRESIDENTIAL AWARDS FOR
EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS
AND SCIENCE TEACHING
Awardees are recognized for their
contributions to teaching and
learning and tlieir ability to help
students make progress in
mathematics and science. In
addition to honoring individual
achievement,the goal of the
award program is to exemplify the
highest standards of mathematics
and science teaching.
-

WWW.PAEMSlORG

n eering students. By donating their time to individuals
who are underrepresented
in their fields, the m entor is
PLEASE SEE

MENTOR ON A3

A2

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

AROUND
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News and notices for
the UCF comrrwnity

Planning for an interview
Career Services will
offer students an opportunity to practice interview
techniques in Room 185-C
of the Ferrell Commons
today from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information,
contact Career Services at
407-823-2361 or by e-mail at
career@mail.uc£edu.
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Convicted Miami men daim
verdicts should be overturned
MIAMI - Five Miami
men convicted of plotting
terrorist attacks with al.Qaida claim the verdicts
should be overturned or a
new trial ordered.
Following two earlier
mistrials, the men were
convicted in May of .conspiring with an undercover
FBI informant to blow up
the Willis Tower in Chicago - formerly the Sears
Tower - and bomb several FBI offices. Two of the
original "Liberty City
Seven'' were acquitted.
A defense motion filed
· Tuesday contends that a
juror who did not believe ·
the prosecution's case ~
·wrongly removed during
deliberations. The motion
also claims there was insufficient evidence to convict
the men and the indictment
was improperly modified.
The five men face
between 30 and 70 years in
prison at sentencing in
September.

Judge will not release man to
walk daughter down aisle

•
•
•
•

WEST PALM BEACH
- A Florida -judge says a
man jailed on molestation
charges can't walk his
daughter down the aisle.
Franklin King's wife had
·asked a Palm Beach County judge to release her hus. band so he could be at their
only daughter's Aug. 15
wedding. Cynthia King
said she would pay for
deputies to escort her husband to the wedding in
Ocala and that the wedding
could be moved closer to
the jail if necessary.
But Palm Beach County
Circuit Judge Karen Miller
decided Tuesday that
King's daughter would
have to wed without her
father. Miller said she
couldn't justify a temporary release. King faces life
imprisonment if he is convicted of sexually molesting a 15-year-old and faces
seven charges in a trial
scheduled for September.
King was arrested in
2007.
I
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you may have missed

•

NEWSROOM

Registered
Dietitian
Meghan Murphy Van
Camp will teach students
tips for staying healthy
while on the go in a presentation Tuesday from 11 a.m.
to noon in the Wellness
Center Classroom in the
Recreation and Wellness
Center.
For more information,
contact 407-823-5841.

Keep local with headlines

•

The Cenrrril Florido Future is the independen~ studentwri'tten newspaper at the University of Central Aorida.
Opinions In the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the e<lito"91 staff
or the University administration..AH content Is property
ofthe Central Florida Future and may not be reprinted in
part or In whole without permission from the publisher.

Staying healthy on the go

LOCAL
&STATE

•
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Hop in your DeLorean
and head over to the
Knights Plaza for a free
screening of Back to the
Future from 8 p.m. to 11
p.m. Friday.
There will be giveaways, food and music.
For more information,
contact SteveI) Clenney at
407-823-3294 or by e-mail
at sclenney@mail.ucf.edu.

Spend a day cooling
down with the Campus
Activities Board at its pool
party on Wednesday from
noon to 4 p.m. at Leisure
Pool at the Recreation and
Wellness Center.
For more information,
contact Steven Clenney at
407-823-3294 or by e-mail
at sclenney@mail.ucf.edu.

•

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Back to the Future screening

CAB throwing pool party

•

July 23, 2009 • ((tumlf 3=ltmla ,=uture

The students visited several places in Italy, induding Vietrl, seen here, as well as Positano, Capri, Pompeii, Paestum, Rome, Florence, Pisa a~d Siena.

/

Staff Writers

Jeffrey Riley, Ryan Bass, Michelle Dendy,

Italy trip brings

•

Photo.CFF@gmailcom

'r

students together
MEGHAN LINDNER

William Goss, Jillian Krotki,
cartos Maldonado,Jen Glantz,
DonaldThomann, Stephanie de Sousa,
William Perry, Mary Cristobal,
Jonathan Hohensee, Allen Levin,
John Murphy, Shaun Bevan,
cannen carroquino

..
•

Contributing Writer

F

rom May 16 to June 27,
three UCF students, as well
as four former students
and three students from
Valencia Community College, traveled to Salerno, a city in
southern Italy.
The trip is part of UCF Campus Crusade for Christ's
"Overseas Missions Opportunities." While in Italy, students had
the mission of building relationships with local Salerno students as well as building their
relationship with God by sharing their faith.
"Our overall vision is to conCOURTESY KEVIN EATON
nect every college student on Students who are a part of the UCF Campus Crusade for Christ traveled to Italy to connect with youth.
our campus with someone who Campus Crusade for Christ went to Italy because Qf the decrease in spirituality within the country.
truly knows Christ," said Kevin
"It was so amazing to spend
Eaton, an event management embracipg their culture and givmajor. ''We don't look to push a ing them a taste of ours. They six weeks with these students
religion, but a relationship with love to practice their English and share with them the most
whenever they can."
'
important part of my life: God,"
Jesus Christ!'
ln order to go to Italy, each Sander said.
The reason Campus Crusade
goes fo Italy, according to a student had to have a certain
"God truly accomplished a
video on the UCF Crusade Web . amount of money to pay for the lot in Italy this swnmer, and he
site, is due to Italy having "the cost. Both Eaton and Felsted chose to use us," Felstad said. "It
lowest birthrate of any western cliose to make Facebook groups was amazing to see the language
barriers broken and the different
nation'' and a decrease in spiri- to help raise money.
"This group helped me a lot," relationships formed between
tuality within the country.
The video states that out of said Felsted, a music education Italians and Americans simply
98 percent of Catholics in Italy, major. "Several of my friends because of our love for Jesus."
· Eaton said it was important
only 2 percent are active in the were able to give some money. I
church. 96 percent of Italy's "also sent out letters to friends to make a connection witb. the
youth do not even attend and family expl~g my trip Italian students and to offer
church. The mission of the UCF and asking people if they cou).d them the hope of faith.
"Making an impact on a life
and Valencia students was to give me money for my trip.
"This was the bulk of my by offering them a conversation,
help, so they tried to connect
with Salerno's youth by talking fundraising, and God provided a new perspective on life, giving
everything I needed this sum- them a chance to step out of a
to them and becoming friends.
spiritually dead culture and into
"Some Italians didn't want to m,-r:•
The students stayed in a one with hope," Eaton said.
talk about spiritual things with
us, but they still wanted to be hotel called Qµattordici Leones. "People are searching for what
our friends," UCF senior which _means "14 Lions.'' They satisfies. and when they exhaust
Heather Felsted said. "Usually, stayed three to four students to a all the options they know of, I
hope that they remember the
they bought us caffe while we room in the family-run hotel
The students also had the conversations we shared with
were hanging out. Once you've
made an Italian friend, no mat- opportunity to have fun and them about where we have satisexplore Italy beyond Salerno. faction, in Jesus Christ and his
ter what. they're your ·friend!'
Said Julia Sander, a senior They traveled to Positano, · loving grace to heal our brokenbusiness management major: Capri. Pompeii, Paestum, Rome. , ness."
"They were so open and willing Florence, Pisa, Vietri and Siena.
.to talk. but so much held them
"We went hiking on the ,
back: The actual act of talking to weekends, shopping regularly,
them wasn't hard, it was hearing p)ayed board games, the guys
about their families and how played soccer.with Italian guys,
and hung out with Italian stumuch they were hurting.''
The Campus Crusaders even dents on their college campus,"
gave the students in Italy a taste Sander said.
The
Campus
Crusade
of American cuisine.
"For four weeks we had returned from Italy in late June,
American barbecue at the and many· of the students said
pensione we stayed at in Saler- they achieved their true misno," Eaton said. ''We grilled food sion: to reach out to students in
for them and served them by Italy.

'Our overall vision is 'to
connect every college
~tudent on our campus
with someone who truly
knows Christ. We don't
look to push a religion,
but a relationship with
Jesus Christ.'
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One free copy ofthe Central Rorida Future
permitted per issue. If available,
additional copies may be purchasedfrom
our office with prior approval for $1 each.
Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators

•

may be subject to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University
discipline.

- KEVIN EATON
EVENT MANAGEMENT MAJOR

LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Mostly sunny with a 20
MOSTLY
SUNNY
High:93°
Low:76°

percent chance of rain and winds
from the west-northwest at 7 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy during the
evening with a 10 percent chance
of rain.

Friday

High: 94°

ISOLATED T-STORMS low: 76°

Saturday

High:93°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:76°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column. send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@centralfloridafuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, and 5
p.m. Wednesday for the Thursday editiab.
.
~/

•
•

•

www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com
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Lawyer: Police looking for
Jackson manslaughter link
JUAN A. LOZANO
Associated Press

Ji

)

PAT SULLIVAN/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Two Houston police officers, right, stand guard outside Dr. Conrad Murray's
Armstrong Clinic where Los Angeles police and agents with the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration were searching for documents. Alawyer for

Murray, Michael Jackson's doctor, said police who searched the physician's
north Houston dinic were searching for evidence of manslaughter.

ter:' Ed-Chernoff, Murray's
attorney, said in a statement posted on his law
firm's Web site.

Chernoff said agents
left with "a forensic
image" of a computer hard
drive and 21 documents.

\

,Students Could get $2,000
fROM
I

>

Al
•

acaderruc support.
"Their intention is to
in,,crease the quality of hospitality education so that
better education can be
delivered to students, and
you can have more future
industry leaders," Jwig said
The scholarship is
available to Rosen students enrolled in one of
two degree programs:
restaurant and food serv_ice management or hospitality management.
Preference will be
given to students of jvnior
and senior standing and
those who have completed
an internship in a fullservice ~ g or a quick
casual restaurant, Rickmann said
A IDlillIDUID grade
point average of 3.0 is
required along with a written statement of aspiration
articulating tlie reason for
pursuing a ' career in
restaurant and food service management or hospi- .
tality management.·
A scholarship committee selects the recipients
awarded the scholarship
money.
When screening the
applicants, the committee
looks at professionalism,
leadership and service.
"That's our motto,"
Jung said. "We try to edu-.
· cate our students for that

Worried high
·school seniors
High school seniors Who say
they h8118 done the following
due to the financial crisis:

• Conatdered less prestlglous
colleges that may be more
affordable

57o/o
• Changed focus from four-year
to two-year co11ege ,

14%
• Decided to get a job while
in college

71%
• tncreaMd time spent
searching for scholarships

85%

role, and we address those
kinds of aspects through
their application."
According - to Rickmann,
the
minim~
scholarship amount is
$1,200, and recipients can
receive as much as $2,000
per academic year.
The scholarship is for
educational purposes only,
including, but not limited
to, tuition and fees, books
and other education-related expenses, Jung said.
Rickmann said funds
are unrestricted and can
finance whatever the university needs, such as paying professors· or buying
books for the library.

"This is really important with budget cuts,"
Rickmann said.
Abraham Pizam, the
dean of the Rosen College,
said the school could use
this money for anything
they need to support the
students. Last week, it purchased $3,000 worth of
library material, he said.
"P.F. Chang's China
Bistro :me. company is one
of the most progressive
restaurant chains in the
U.S., and.they have recognized the importance of
education of their employees and are committed to
that by giving scholarships," Pizam said
Jung described P.F.
Chang's China Bistro as
one for mainstream American ~ustom_ers. The food
is ethnic, but English is
used as the main communication tool, making the
atmosphere·more open to
American public.
There are two restaurants opening near UCF
campuses.
The
new
restaurants will both be
Pei Wei, a subsidiary ofP.F.
Chang's China Bistro Inc.
One is located on University Boulevard, and the
qther is in Dr. Phillips, near
the Rosen College cam.pus, Rickmann said.
For more information,
visit the Rosen College
Web site at www.hospitality.ucf.edu.

.,.,

Mentor nominated by
fellow UCF professor
FROM

HOUSTON
A
lawyer for Michael Jackson's doctor says police
who searched the physician's north Houston clinic were searching for evidence of manslaughter.
Dr. Conrad Murray had
been interviewed by
police as a witness to the
pop star's death, but has
not been considered a suspect.
, Los Angeles police and
agents with the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration searched the Arm. strong Medical Clinic on
Wednesday for about 21/2
hours. Authorities said
they were searching for
documents.
"The search warrant
authorized law enforcement to search for and
seize items, including documents, they believed
constituted evidence· of
the offense of manslaugh-

A3

Al

able to help ensure the success of the mentees.
Crumpton-Young, a professor of industrial engi- ·
neering -and management
systems,
will
r~ceive
$10,000 from the National
Science Foundation as an
award for her mentoring.
"I really love helping
people, but what keeps me
excited when working with
students and faculty is that
I really want to help people
achieve their goals,'' Crumton-Young said. "Everyone .
has some kind of dream for
themselves or something
they really want to do, and
sometimes · they don't
know what to do to get
there.
"That is where mentoring comes in, because
sometimes a student needs
to talk to someone on what
to do, or they just need
someone to make a phone
call to the right person to
help them."
To be a candidate for the
Presidential Award for
Excellence, one must be
nominated by· fellow colleagues, administrators and
students from their university. Pamela Bush, an associate professor of industrial
engineering and management systems, nominated
Crumpton-Young.
"She is the epitome of a
mentor," Bush said. "She
has mentored not just her
graduate students, but also
undergraduate students.
She's very involved in the
community in terms of
mentoring, and she then
has mentored faculty.
"She covers the entire
spectrum when it comes to
mentoring in such an area
that is important as getting
an education. She is a very
hands-on mentor, helping
you understand the impact
of what you do."
Katherine Meza. a UCF
alumna, said CrumptonYoung's perseverance and
dedication are her best
qualities.
"She is always looking
out for the well-being of
others, Meza said. "Perseverance shows through her
work, and anytime there is
a challenge where others

COURTESY LESIA(RUMPTON-YOUNG

UCF industrial engineering and management systems professor Lesia CrumptonYoung will receive $10,000 from the National Science Foundation.

say it is impossible to get ton-Young said "I give usedone, she says 'No, I think it ful strategies and advice
is something that can be that help people; they're
accomplished,' and goes on people who are great lis-'
forward with it and gets it teners, and you feel great
when you finish talking to
done."
Meza said Crumpton- them, but you haven't realYoung motivated her to ly solved a problem."
continue to pursue her
Crumpton-Young said
what's different about what
education.
"She is ,a role model," she does is that she helps
Meza said. "When I started people figure out what's
with my master's, I wasn't next and how to get it done.
sure that I really wanted to
Crumpton-Young is on
pursue it, that I could really loan to the National Scie_n ce Foundation in Wash"".
do it.
"Being able to see her as ington, D.C., as a program
an active as a mother, pro- director.
The National Science
fessor, researcher, and
creates
department chair at the Foundation
time, all these different research awards where uniroles she took on~ and she versities or professors
was so successful in all of write in proposals for
them, that got me to think research funding, and
that if she can do then I can Crumpton-Young will help
the make decision mi who
do it too."
Crumpton-Young has gets the funding for their
mentored many women research.
"Dr. Crumpton-Young is
and minorities in her
career from el~mentary · an exemplary lady that I
school and middle school had the luck to work with
students to undergraduate and to be m y adviser," said
students, graduate students Angel Millan, a graduate
and faculty members.
student of the industrial
"I think the thing I do engineering program. "I
best as a mentor is that I just hope to be as successdon't just listen," Crump- ful as she is in my future."
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Director trying to breathe life into program
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KATIE ADAMS
Contributing Writer

UCF's
cardiopulmonary sciences program
will face possible termination by the UCF Board of
Trustees today, but not·
without a fight from its faculty and students.
The undergraduate program in cardiopulmonary
sciences at UCF is a 41year-old upper-level limited access program, the
second oldest in the
nation, boasting 1500 graduates.
It is O:Jle of two bachelor's CPS programs in
Florida, the other at Florida
Agricultural
and
Mechanical
University,
and the only CPS program
offering a transfer option
for students at 14 different
Florida community colleges to earn their bachelor's degree. Now, due· to
UCF's recent budget cuts,
it is one of four programs
being terminated, pending
approval by the BOT.
Steve Shideler, the cardiopulmonary
sciences
program director at UCF,
presented a SO-page booklet and plan to save the
program to the board
members at the educational programs committee
meeting last week.
Since Shideler was
informed of the possible
termination in early June,
he has been to multiple
meetings about closing the
program, and none about
possible ways to save it.
Camilo Guevara, 24, is a
senior cardiopulmonary
sciences major who wants
to work in neonatal care.
He also attended last
week's meeting, but commented with other students that the apparent
lack of consideration from

the board and President
John Hitt made it clear that
the decision had already
been made.
·
Guevara said he was
shocked to hear UCF may
drop the only CPS program in the state that
incorp9rates courses in
neonatal medicine.
"I was really proud
attending and being a graduate of the university, and I
still am, but it's just disappointing," Guevara said.
"They say '[UCF] stands
for opportunity,' but here
they are cutting a program
that is really needed."
·
Shideler
referenced
Provost Terry Hickey's
comment, which was previously quoted in the
Future, that further budget
reductions · would likely
result in "additional program closures or restructuring designed to get
money out of the budget
and increase productivity
and efficiency."
Shideler says he's done
that with his plan to save
the transfer option of the
program, cutting program
costs by 68.6 percent.
The booklet included a
fact sheet, letters of support, signed. petitions and
much more information.
The letters came from several prominent figures in
Florida, many of whom are
graduates of UCF's program. After one week the
petition had 187 signatures
in favor of keeping the CPS
registered
respiratory
therapist transfer program.
Of those signatures, 76
were from students who
want to earn their bachelbr's degree in cardiopulmo:nary sciences at UCF.
Shideler's plan is to discontinue traditional oncampus classes and make
the already 60 . perce!}t

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Steve Shideler,seen here on July 13 at"1e Board ofTrustees meeting,said the cardiopulmonary sciences program produces leaders.

online RRT transfer program completely Intemetbased.
Rebecca Tuit, 20, used
the RRT transfer program
to move from Seminole
Community College to
UCF specifically to study
cardiopulmonary sciences.
She was recently accepted
into the program, and both
of her parents and her
older sister have been part
of it as well. She'll be in the
last class to graduate from
UCF if it is terminated.
Tuit said she thinks the
biggest impact will be on
Florida hospitals.
"My dad is a supervisor
at ORMC · and my mom
works at Arnold Palmer,"
she said. "I think the
biggest thing .they're worried about is the future
people they're going to
have to hire.
"Obviousiy, if you have
the choice of [someone
with] a ·bachelor's, they're
going to have a lot more to
bring to the table; if that's
not an option, it's going to
lower the standards of the
hospital."
·
The RRT transfer program has had a 200 percent increase in the last
five
years.
However,
Shideler said, "It's the tra-

ditional student that enters
our program as a junior
that we have to spend
$343,000 of our $500,000
budget to teach."
Shideler added that the
remainder goes to the
transfer option students.
With Shideler's proposed plan, the prognµn
cost would lower to
$157,000. Shideler stressed
the importance of keeping
the
transfer
option
because he believes that by
2015, respiratory therapists
will likely be required to
have bachelor's degrees.

Shideler . graduated
from UCF's program and
went on to establish the
CPS program at Seminole
Community College.
Shideler said he is certain that if he could track
down all 1500 graduates,
they'd have stories similar
to his because "that's what
this program does - it'
produces leaders."
According to Shideler,
the decision to cut the program is being made in
hopes that one or more
community colleges will
adopt it, but currently

there are no community
colleges in Florida that
offer bachelor's degrees in
cardiopulmonary sciences.
Shideler said he fears
this course of action would
actually cost the state ·
more money, when the
university could already
have "a mini gold mine" in
the existing program.
"This is a win-win situation for the program, the
university, the state, and
because many of our graduates go out of state, it
affects the entire country,''
Shideler said.
He is unsure if the
board will accept his proposal or terminate the program in its entirety.
Regardless, Shideler said,
"I owe it to this program
that has been here 41 years,
and I owe it to our students, our prospective students, the community and
the state of Florida to try to
make this last ditch effort
to say, 'Please listen and
consider these :numbers."'
"It's the eleventh hour,''
he said. "Have we missed
our opportunity? I hope 1
not."

.
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UFF will rally again today
FROM

Al

12:30 p.m. at the free
assembly area.
Similar to the rally held
before the July 13 committee meeting, representatives from each of the
affected programs will
speak out in protest against
the program cuts.
Since July 2007, UCF's
budget has been reduced
by $77.2 million, or more
than $100,000 every day,
according to UCF's Budget
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Resource Center.
Pat Christiansen sits with Rick Walsh, chair of the Board ofTrustees, on July 13.
The university will
receive $18 million in fed- UFF news release, UCF's coordinator and associate
eral stimulus money, most recent financial audit English professor. "But
which will disappear after shows the university to be 'unrestricted net assets'
two years, and this year the . in "good financial health," refers to investments of ·
state is giving $1.5 million with more than $140 mil- other kinds of assets that
in nonrecurring funds.
lion in unrestricted net can be used for any legal
In a statement posted assets and an annual purpose."
on the UCF News & Infor- excess cash flow of more·
Scott said the UFF has
mation Web site, Provost than $72 million.
asked for more informaand Vice President Terry
But at last week's meet- tion about the universitis
Hickey said that once the ing, Hickey said the $140 current financial situatio:p.
"We've asked ·'what in
' federal stimulus money million were in the
runs out, UCF will face an restricted reserves, which this category of unrestrictapproximately $17 million meant it could not be ed net access can't you use
budget shortfall at the spent.
and why,' and we have yet
beginning ofthe 2011-12 fis"It is true that in the to get a real answer to that
cal year.
more specific category of question, so we're waitirig,"
The four deletions and cash reserves, there is Scott said. "That's part of
one suspension would something more to the what we want out of an
help to reduce that deficit.
tune of $47 million," said open, honest discussion
According to the latest Blake Scott, a UFF rally about the budget:'
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Board spares stats ·students Students to engineer
post-cut·atternatives .

JUSTIN SANAK
Contributing Writer.

•

,,,

Threatened with terrrtlnation
of the statistics and actuarial sci, ence program, relief came for the
students and faculty of the
department of statistics on July
10, when it was announced that
the department would be
restructured instead of cut.
'Mer further consideration in
recent weeks, I believe a restructuring of statistics will allow us to
preserve the program as long as
it meets new productivity meas.ures," said UCF Provost and
Executive Vice President Terry
Hickey in a press release sent out
that day.
The departmerit will not be
leff untouched. Its actuarial
science branch is recommended
for deletion and the rest of the
department will be subject to
. reorganization, but the decision
is a welcome alternative to the
outright deletion for which it
would have been recommended.
According to the UCF News
& Information press release,
keeping the department will save
14 jobs, including 12 faculty and
two staff, and let 75 students continue to pursue their degrees in
the program.
The restructuring of the
statistics program includes better degree production numbers
and more emphasis on data mining and biostatistical education
and research. .
The students in the programs
were overjoyed to hear that their
department had been spared
from deletion.
"I was elated when I found out
the statistics department was
being saved," said Kelcey Jasen, a
2009 graduate of the statistics
program who is beginning her
graduate degree in data mining
in the fall. ''The proposal wasn't
to just cut the major, it was going
to get rid of the professors I
admired so· much. ·
"When you look just at the
numbers, you see a high expense
for the statistics department

MEGAN GARARD
.

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Statistics and actuary sciences professor David Nickerson speaks at the BOT meeting on July 13.

because many of the statistics sion to save the statistics departprofessors are tenured. I think ment might have been attention
the department was saved from the American Statistical
because the professors were able . Association. The group, a global
to validate their worth and their 18,000-member society that procontribution to the work force of motes statistics in government,
Orlando. These instructors con- · academia and the private sector,
tinually work on research and published an open letter to Hitt
contribute to the statistical com- and Hickey.
In the letter, it said that the job
munity."
Not only do UCF's statistics of statistician was ·rated as the
professors conduct their own third-best job in a _recent Careerresearch, but they also aid other Cast.com study. It urged the unidepartments in their endeavors. versity not to cut funding for one
For example, many grants of the highest-rated jobs.
"In the case of this depart-:
require statistical consultants.
Without a statistics program at ment, the loss tq the university, to
UCF, students and faculty seek- the Central Florida community
ing funding would have to work and, indeed, to the country will
with other colleges for statistical greatly outstrip any short run .
consultation. Several professors financial savings that may appear
from other departments, as well to exist," wrote the society.
While students in the statisas other universities, wrote letters to UCF President John Hitt tics programs are happy that
and Provost Hickey detailing their prograi:n is not being cut, ,
how the statistics department they still are concerned for students in the programs that were
was vital to their work. ·
"I want to stress that the won- recommended for deletion.
"I understand that universiderful and knowledgeable faculty
at the statistics department have ties sometimes need to cut back
been instrumental to my on the. number of programs they
research and my ' 40-plus Ph. D. offer if they don't have the
and M.S. students," wrote resources to continue them," said
Maha.med Abdel-Aty, a UCF senior statistics major Marie
Ghirardelli. "But a program
engineering professor, in such .a
should never be cut while there
letter.
"I attribute a lot of my stu- are students still in the program.
dents' successes and my success Don't accept any new students
to our collaboration with faculty into the program, but allow those
to finish who have already
in the statistics department."
Another reason for the deci- begun."

Contributing Writer

Engineering technology graduate student David Scott said if the
UCF'Board of 'Ilustees decides to
cut the engineering technology
program, then it will leave him with
few viable options to complete his
master's degree.
Because Scott lives and works in
Tampa, he chose to return to UCF
because the program is offered
online. He said that few schools
offer engineering programs online.
But those options are much more
expensive, and they do not offer the
degree with the technology specialization he is pursuing.
''What I liked about the program
at UCF is the classes were geared
more toward the real world, as
opposed to more theoretical
approach that other schools may
employ," Scott said. "The instructors really seemed to understax,,d
more of what employers are really
looking for, so the program was the
best fit for me."
If the measure to cut the program passes, then it will leave graduate and undergraduate students
searching for other options.
Ronald ·Eaglin, the department
chair for the engineering technology program, said he is working with
Daytona State College, formerly
Daytona Beach Community College, to start a new undergraduate
engineering technology program
there. He said if the students
choose to go to Daytona State College, then all of their credits will
transfer over to the new school
"Tiiis change affects all of us in
the program, but it affects the stu. dents more than anyone," Eaglin
said ''.As professors, we already
have degrees, and I am certain we
can find jobs, but these students are
left with no degree from UCF, and
after all of their hard work here,
they are being asked to go somewhere else to finish."
Eaglin said the cuts will affect

600 students, from those in their
junior year to those at the graduate
level
·
Eaglin said he is doing his best to
help the students who have been in
his office expressing concern for
their future, and that's why he is setting up the program in Daytona.
• 'We've had $77.2 million in cuts
from our budget over two years,
and at some point, you cannot continue with business as usual," said
Grant Heston of UCF News &
Information. "The bottom line is
that nobody wants program dele- , .
tions, but the economic situation
we face is forcing a fundamental
change in how we address budget
cuts.
''.Across-the-board cuts like what
we have been doing weakens the
entire university. So more targeted
cuts, · while painful for those
involved, are in the best interest of
the university as a whole:'
UCF senior engineering technology student Tim Urbanski said
moving to Daytona would allow
students to finish, ·but it will give
them a degree from a state college
and not state university, which he
said does not seem the same.
Urbanski said that if UCF cuts
these programs and they don't let
those already in the program finish,
they should contract Daytona College to teach the classes arid UCF
should be on their degrees.
''It think it's ridiculous that UCF
is cutting this program," Urbanski
said ''They really need to look at
the numbers to see if this program
is losing money, I think that this
program is actually IJ¥iking money
off of grants, but they aren't counting the ·incoming grant money in
their decision."
Urbanski -has been active in
protesting the cuts, and in one letter
to the BOT, he wrote, "There are
great people supporting this program and to just abandon this
without the proper facts would be
a travesty for all, especially us ·the
students."
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Buil.ding the 'right way'
rem~ins O'Leary's goal

SCHLENKWINSSTAGE 17; ·
ARMSTRONG FALLS TO FOURTH

LE-GRAND-BORNAND, FranceAlberto Contadorfinished second in the
17th stage of the Tour de France as the
overall leader moved closer to victory.
Frank Schleck won Wednesday's
stage as the Tour left the Alps, while
Lance Armstrong finished more than
two minutes back and dropped from
second to fourth overall after the 1OSmile ride from Bourg-Saint-Maurice to
Le Grand-Bornand.

RYAN BASS
StaffWriter

Hanging on the wall immediately outside of
head football coach George O'Leary's office is a
large,rectangular photo of every member of the
2005 UCF football team, th~ first squad in school
history to go to a national bowl game.
Around O'Leary's office, which is decorated
in black and gold, are photos and trophies from
the 2007 team, arguably the most successful
' team in school history, the one that clinched the
school's first Conference USA Championship.
Those two seasons were the most successful
campaigns for the 62-year-old head coach, who
is entering his sixth year at the hehn of the program. However, those years tell just part of the
story of O'Leary's reign at UCF.
It's been five years filled not only with program firsts, but also controversy.
One of the main challenges during O'Leary's
time at UCF has been building a consistent, winning football ~earn.
After his first season, in which his 2004
Knights went winless at 0-11, the team has alternated winning and losing seasons, ending with a
dismal 4-8 record last seasoIL
"I think consistently, we have to win every
year,'' said O'Leary, who has a career 26-36
record with UCF. "I mean. that's what I expect as
a head coach, that's what our assistants expect,
and I know our players expect to win the conference Championship every year.
''That's our goal," O'Leary said. ''That's the
only goal we have - to win the conference
championship - because that dictates pretty
much what happens with everything else . From
what bowl [game] you go to, what happens with

HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS
KENTUCKY FAMILY SUING
OVER ELIGIBILITY RULES
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The family of a
Kentucky high school freshman
volleyball player says a rule that
prohibits students who receiqe
scholarship money from taking part in
sports at private schools is arbitrary and
unfair.
Erin Evans, a 15-year-old freshman at
Presentation Academy in Louisville, and
her parents filed suit against the
Kentucky High School Athletic
Association. They are contesting a rule
that forbids students from playing
sports ifthey receive 25 percent or
more oftheir private school tuition ·
through scholarship.
Tuition at the school is about $8,700
ayear.The family filed suit Tuesday in
Jefferson Circuit Court and spoke
publicly Wednesday at their attorney's
office.
KHSM Commissioner Brigid DeVries
and association attorneyTheodore
Martin did not immediately return
messages seeking comment
Wednesday.
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The coach has led the
Knights to their first
bowl game and first
Conference USA title.

STEELERS, NFL LOOKING INTO
ROETHLISBERGER SUIT

•

•
•
•

RENO, Nev. - In the last year, Ben
Roethlisberger led the Pittsburgh
Steelers to aSuper Bowl title and
solidified his legacy as one of Uie
game's great big-game quarterbacks.
But it's what happened at a celebrity
golftournament in Lake Tahoe in the
summer of 2008 that is the big talk
around Steelers camp as the
quarterback gets ready to defend the
team's championship.
Awoman has filed a bombshell
lawsuit saying Roethlisberger raped her
in a hotel pent~ouse a year ago, a claim
he vehemently denies. The woman
·never went to the authorities with her
story, and it's unclear why she decided
to file the lawsuit seeking hundreds of
· thousands of dollars afull year later.
"Ben has never sexually assaulted
anyone. The timing ofthe lawsuit and
the absence of a criminal complaint ·
and a criminal investigation are the
most compelling evidence of the
absence of any criminal conduct;'
Roethlisberger lawyer David Cornwell
said in a statement. "If an investigation
is commenced, Ben will cooperate fully
and Ben will be fully exonerated."
He <lid not immediately reply to a
phone message and e-mail seeking
more comment.
The stunning allegations served as a
majQr distraction for Roethlisberger as
the Steelers get ready ta report to camp
next week. The Steelers and NFL
Commissioner Roger Goodell said they
were looking into the allegations
against Roethlisberger, who has won
two Super Bowls in his five-year career
and is one ofthe biggest names in
sports.

UCF Football head coach G~O'Lea\'y is f.!ltteri119 his sixth ~r 1
with the university, al.Id the Knights have alternated losing:afld
winningse*ns foreath ofhis five years at the IM!fn'!.
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Sosa's game goes overseas
'

'

BRANDON RIBAK
Contributing Writer

I

Finishing the 2009 FIBA ln9 World Championship in Auckland, New Zealand,
UCF sophomore guard Isaac Sosa experienced a one-of-a-kind opportunity to play
for his country.
. Sosa played far Puerto Rico in the 19-day tournament earlier this month, putting up
just less than 10 points per game, third best on the team.
-·
Two years prior to the same tournament, Puerto Rico went winless, posting an 0-5 record.
The 2009 team was projected, due to how poorly they played the two years before, to end up
positioning anywhere from 10th to 15th place, giving fans all the reasons in the world to doubt their
team.
.
Puerto Rico ended the tournament in sixth place, exceeding all expectations.
"Our fans thought we weren't good enough." Sosa said. 'We used that as motivation throughout
the entire tournament, just to erase that past memory and prove that we really had what it took to
wingames."
Puerto Rico winning games - posting a 5-4 record in the tournament - was sweeter for Sosa
because he was able to help get them for his country.
"It was a great experience to be surr01.mded in a different basketball environment," Sosa said.
'The feeling ofrepresenting your own country is truly incomparable:'
Sosa said the tournament allowed him to focus on the one aspect of his game that he has been
trying to improve: defense.
"I improved tremendously on the defensive end," Sosa said. "I play the way my coaches want me
to play, and I feel like I won't have as many issues as I did last year. My entire freshman year, the
whole issue was not being aggressive enough, and learning to be in the right spot.
·
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Sophomore guard Isaac
Sosa, who played with
the Puerto Rico
national U19team in
New Zealand, will be
the team's leading
returning scorer from
last season.
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·Coach's tenure filled with firsts
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it, to four bowl games
from 1997-2000.
O'Leary . has been
known as a person that
can turn around a program, but he has also had
controversy plague him
throughout his career.
During an NCAA
investigation, it was found
that Georgia Tech used.
ineligible players during
O'Leary's time at the
school, but the blame was
placed on the athletic
department and not
O'Leary.
Then came his infamous resume scandal at
Notre Dame, when he
resigned only a week after
he was announced head
coach ofthe Fighting Irish
in2001, when it was found
he lied about his degree
and football background
Finally, his most recent
issue· dealt with the death
of freshman wide receiver
Ereck Plancher, who died
on March 18, 2008, in a set
of conditioning drills.
Despite a third-party

"I think there is no
question that notoriety
your team, and what indithroughout the whole
country has picked up as
vidual honors that players
get."
far as people knowing
where UCF is" O'Leary
O'Leary has also had to
said. "And they lmow basideal with a: whole change
of mentality in Orlando. It
cally what is going on all
over the country. I travel a
started with his team
moving to ,Conference
bunch and I used to be
USA in 2004.
asked, 'UCF, wher~ you
Then came one of the
at?' And now they know
greatest turnarounds in
where UCF is."
college football history,
The one thing O'Leary
when O'Leary led the
continues to try to build at
then winless Knights to
UCF is a sense of traditheir first bowl game
tion. It doesn't have to be a
appearance, the Sheraton
Seminole chop, or tailgating at the swamp, just
Hawaii Bowl in 2005,
becoming the sixth team
something unique and
in NCAA history to go to
simple, like the song
a bowl game following a
"Zombie Nation."
winless season.
"I'm talking about just
The final touch was
the spontaneous, like
when- you take that song
the new on-campus stadiwhere everybody starts
um, which opened in
2007; the same year the
jumping," O'Leary said.
"That's something that
Knights went 10-4, and
captured their first Cjust happened, and I'm on
• USA Championship.
the school about why we
That new mentality
didn't play it as long as we
molded UCF into a more
should have been playing
recognizable program.
it [last season]:'
O'Leary is cur"I think we had
to change the
rently in his secwhole
mindset,
ond-longest tenure
from facilities to
as a head coach
just pretty much
during his career.
every department,
Talk has surfaced
as far as to run a
of the head coach
Division I football
being on the hot
program," O'Leary
seat, and in risk of
said. "Each year, I
losing his job, but
think we have gotO'Leary
Imows
ten better, and betwhen it will be
ter people [have
time to call it quits.
come] in recruit
Now is not the
wise, and I think
time.
there is no ques"I can only tell
tion the last piece
you what I told my
of the puzzle,
- GEORGE O'LEARY wife, that when I go
UCF FOOTBALL HEAD COACH to work two days in
[being the stadi:/
um] has opened up - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - a row and wonder
a lot of eyes to the
what I am doing
people that are visiting investigation by the uni- here, then it's probably
this campus:'
versity, and an array of time for me to retire,"
It's those new facilities, negativity surrounding O'Leary said "I have had a
and Bright House Net- O'Leary's methods, the lot of one days in a row. I
works Stadium, that head coach pronounced love golfing, I love boating
O'Leary says gives UCF his innocence in a letter and I fove doing things
an edge over any other that was published in the like that, but I am too
program in the state.
Orlando Sentinel.
much involved in compe'We are at the point
"Obviously, I wrote the tition and all that."
now . in this program letter that was printed by
But when that time
where ·1 don't think we the Orlando Sentinel, and does come for O'Leary to
have to take a second seat "that's pretty much liow I take down all the photos
to anyone, as far as facili- feel about the whole from the wall, remove his
ties are concerned," he thing," O'Leary said. trophies from the cases,
said. "Some· have maybe "There was an agenda set, and clear out his office, he
larger stadiums, but when and some people never wants his time at UCF to
you look at an area as far come off that agenda, be remembered for doing
as efficiency, and player even though the truth was it the right way.
efficiency, I think it's out- told. Some people just
He wants to finally
standing."
didn't listen:'
build this UCF team into a
O'Leary was a surprise
Looking past the consistent winner on and
hire for UCF in 2004. He Plancher story, O'Leary's off the field.
'When I finish at UCF,accepted the job at UCF time at UCF has been
after spending two sea- . highlighted with p:rogram I want [my legacy] to be
sons as the defensive firsts, and lifting a school looked back at and said I
coordinator of the Min- that was stuck in the cen- did it the right way, from a
nesota Vtlcings. He expe- ter of the state, putting standpoint of recruiting
rienced his most career them on the radar in the and growing the program
success as the head coach national scene. Even on correctly, the right way,''
of Georgia Tech, where he the road, people have O'Leary said.
served from 1994-2000, been telling him that they
''There is a misconcepand took a program that are now aware of where tion out there right now
was 1-7, when he inherited UCF is.
that there is a quick fix

'Wh en I fi1n1s
• hat- U(f, I
wan,t [my legacy] to be
looked back at and said I
did it the.right Way, from
a Standpoint Of
recruiting and growingthe program Correctly,
the rig
• ht Way.,

Guard focused on defense
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•

•
•
•
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"I understand it now.
Since I have played on the
international team, I
believe I will do a lot better
during the upcoming sea-

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENfflAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Football head coach George O'Leary has weathered controveisy during his time
with the ,Knights, but he says he remains focused on building up the UCF program.
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• High Speed Internet Access

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service
• Pet Friendly
• High Speed Internet Access

You're· Invited!
•
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Learn more about long-range
transportation plans in Central Fl'orida
Provide input on 'f uture highway, transit,
bicycle and pedestrian projects

METROPLAN ORLANDO is seeking public input on the
proposed 2030 Long Range Transportation Plan for
Orange, O,sceola, and Seminole Counties.

Public Hearing for
2030 Long Range Transportation Plan

son:'
Sosa . said playing for
the international team was
quite a departure from his
experiences with the
Knights last season.
"International basketball is a lot different from
Division i;' Sosa said ''The
referees really let you play
rough, and the game is
more physical. I am not
sure ifthe refs see it or not,
but opposing players grab
you on both sides of the
court, and no personal
fouls are normally called
There is a ton more of
hacking, pushing, and
grabbing involved"
Puerto Ric()'s leading
scorer, Michael Rosario,
led the entire tournament
in scoring, av:eraging 24
points per game, including
a phenomenal 54-point
game performance.
"I really enjoyed playing with Rosario, I could
see from the start that he
had talent," Sosa said "He
is overall a great kid, and it
was fantastic to be around
him, 'because he is so
friendly. Although Rosario

every time," O'.Leary said.
"There are some' quick fixes,
but the problem is you have
to do some awful things in
coaching to get it done. I'm
not doing that."
"I'm going to do it the right
way,,, O'Leary said. "Ifl could
leave here and look back and
say I did it the right way-we
are winning consistently and
doing the right things - then
I will be very happy."

Tuesday, July 28, 2009
Lynx Central Station, 2nd floor
455 North Gar~and Avenue, Orlando, FL 3280 I
(Parking available at the corner of Garland Ave. and Amelia St.)

5:00 p.m. Materials available for review
Question and answers

6:00 p.m. Formal presentation

-

Public comment

GREGORYTERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUR

UCF guard Isaac Sosa, seen here against Marshall on Jan.25,says he has improved
his game by being more aggressive on defense during the toumament

played excellent, I believe
that if our coach had used
his players better, we
would have earned a higher spot in the tournament"
As the summer semester nears its end, Sosa has

now gained all the confidence in the world playing
the Puerto Rican team and
heading into his sophomore season with the
Knights, he expects to do
great things.

Comments can also be submitted up to IO days following
the public_hearing by writing to METROPLAN ORLANDO, 315 E. Robinson Street, Suite 355, Orlando, FL
3280 I or by emailing LRTP@metroplanorlando.com. To
learn more, visit our Web site or call 407-481-5672 x305.

www.metroplanorlando.com ""'--~

________._.__ ------=~-- ~
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Orlando gets a dose of hip from Rx Bandits
SARA ROMERO
Contributing Writer

SoCal rock band Rx Bandits
released a new CD with a new
sound and they stopped by Orlando to share the love.
The band held a CD releas¢ party at
Park Ave CDs prior to playing a show at
Club Firestone, all on a Monday night.
The free acoustic in-store performance started at 6:15 p.m. Fans packed
inside the indie CD store anticipating
Mandala, the band's first album as a
four-piece and also the first disc without
their noted horns section. • ~
Matt Embree, lead singer, started off
the show by introducing "My Lonesome
Only Friend," the first song on the new
r~cord.
The song started up slowly but
brought the audience to a full-on heartfelt sing-along.
"They are the most genuine musi_cians today;• said Adam Wekarski,
Orlando native and loyal fan.
Halfway through the set. a fan belted
out a request for an older song, which

and a hippie-style headband, Embree
looked casual and approachable. The
whole band and performance were
extremely laid-back.
"They_are real; they love music and
the fans they play for." Wekarski -sa,id
enthqsiastically.
What can you expect from Mandala?
The culmination of musical talent
and growth, and even a little Spanish
thrown in to keep things interesting.
.
Chris Tsagakis and Mike Embree, members of the band Rx
The fifth track is titled "Mientra La
Bandits, sign merchandise for fans at Park Ave CDs.
Veo Sonar" and showcases Embree's
was faced with an honest denial from newly acquired Spanish skills.
Embree.
He jokingly explains how he
1
½.s a m\lsician, I don't want to be learned Spanish "en la carretera,"
playing anything-I don't feel anymore," which roughly translate~ to "the
streets."
Embree said. "Then I'd be lying.''
After an on-point performThe musical talent this band bestows
is apparent with an impressive display of ance, the Bandits retreated to
guitar skills by band me~ber Steve Choi, the front of the store for a
who is also involved with bands such as quick signing before they
headed off to rock out at
The Chinkees and Machines.
.
''[Being a part of the ska band The ·club Firestone with
_Chinkees] was a good opportunity," Choi Dredg and Zechs
said. "It taught me a lot about being a Marquise.
musician."
,
Sporting burgundy corduroy pants

.

...
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WARPEDS
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Karrigan brings the tour home
ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Online Editor

•
•
•

•

While most UCF students are
studying for exams or hanging out
at their favorite haunt, the five
guys from local band Karrigan _are
spending their swnmer touring
the U.S. as part of the Vans
Warped Tour.
Bandmates and UCF · students/alumni Chase Williams,
vocalist, Austin O'Laughliri. guitarist and Keith Allen, drummer,
gave the Future a call. Read on as
t}J.ey discuss their musical
influences, future plans ap.d what
being on a national tour is like.
Central Florida Future: How
did you guys become a band?
Williams: Me and Austin just
wrote some songs, and we kept
trying forever to find some other
UCF students to join us and help

us out. · So we asked our good
friend Ryan to help us out on bass
for a little bit. We put an ad out on
MySpace and found· all these .
weirdos for drums, just like weird
people. But we finally found Keith
and he was like a normal dude. We
actually started practicing on top
of a UCF parking garage. Then we
..r got kicked off by the cops, but it
was pretty 'cool for a couple of
weeks.
CFF: How did you end up on
Warped Tour?
.
Williams: Our first show was
actually at Liquid Cellar, a former
bar across the street from UCF,
and that was our f'u;st show ever.
Basically we just started off playing shows around Orlando and
then branched out to Florida and
basically we just travel now.
CFF: How would you describe
your sound?

COURTESY WWW.MYSPACE.COM/ KARRIGANROCKS

Oockwise from top left:Austin O'Laughlin (guitar), Keith Allen (drums), Ryan Klein (guitar),Chase Williams
(vocals) and Mike Mercado (ba~) of Karrigan, are coming back to Orlando for Vans Warped Tour on Friday.

O'Laughlin: It has changed a
lot over the last year. Our record
My Conscience Got the Best of Me
came out last year and it is more of
like a pop-rock record. And now,
we're changing our sound,
because of what is going on in our
lives with school and ... pretty
much doing what we wanted to do
from the beginning, which is
dance-pop. We want people to go
out and dance to our music.

CFF: Who are your biggest
musical influences?
Allen: The music we play isn't
really influenced by what we grew
up on. What I've got in my car
doesn't sound like Karrigan. I
grew up listening to pop-punk
music 'I guess, like NOFX, AFI,
stuff like that. But our music doesn't sound like that at all. Chase
PLEASE SEE
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Oh, oh, it's magic: Store enchants Orlando clients
MELISSA CHADBOURNE

they come to the store for
walk-in and by-appointment readings. Classes on:
' Behind the well-known nearly every subject matstretch of Asian import ter available in the store
stores off Colonial Drive are also held at Avalon.
near Interstate 4, there is a
Kiss and Tell
"We have classes on
small shop that caters to Wicca, spell craft, psychic
by Jen Glantz
the magically inclined.
Listen to your gut! Read our
development, tarot, medirelationship columnist's advice
"[Avalon] was founded tation - all of that stuff,"
on trusting your instincts when
to serve the pagan/Wic-· Solace-Kabina said. "Feng
it comes to potential and first
can coinmunity," co- shui, crystals, pick your
dates, then bask in the misery
owner Miranda Solace- new age, old age stuff,
of her own experience dealing
Kabina said.
[and] we'll find a class on
with difficult dating situations
Avalon,
formerly it."
in which she wished she had
known as Dragonwood,
Along with these classfollowed her own gut.
opened in 1993 under the es, the store hosts two
ownership of Hillary major sales throughout
Cannen Cares
Morgan. Morgan operated the year and other festiby Carmen Carroquino
the store under the Drag- val-like events.
What's more important onwood name until 1997,
"We have two sales a
being physically attracted to a
when 'She sold the store year, some are winter, like
potential boyfriend/girlfriend or
and it became Herne's pre-Christi.has," Solacehaving an emotional
Hollow.
Kabina said. ''.And it's just
connection? Our advice
It was sold again on grown into kind of an
columnist tackles the age-old
April 5, 1999, when Solace- event thing- where we
question of looks over
Kabina took over and gave have vendors in the parksubstance.
the store its current name. ing lot, like a craft fair and
Morgan and Solace- a psychic fair. We have
Kabina . originally met psychics in here and then
while Morgan was work- · it's turned into theme
ing the Church Street things. So because it's
Exchange near Christmas. summer, summer is the
Later,
Solace-Kabina time of the faeries. ·So,
came to the store •for· a okay - we'll do a faery
class, where she spent festival."
time with Morgan and
This year's Faery Fest
eventually began working will be held Saturday and
there part time.
will include a rededicaAvalon offers a wide tion of the store in honor
variety
of
products of the recent renovations
throughout the store, the store underwent.
including a large selection .
Jacqueline Dombovy
of
tumbled
stones, works with Solace-Kabina
incense, herbs, clothing, at Avalon, handling stock
divination tools and two and customer service, as
rooms worth of books well as helping watch
covering many earth- over Solace-Kabina's two
Courtesy Buena Vista
.,
based religions and prac- children, who are often at
G-FORCE (PG)
, tices beyond just Wicca.
the shop. Donibovy has
Producer Jerry Bruckheimer brings
The store also offers been working at Avalon
his first 3-D film to the big screen
space to psychics for read- for nearly two-and-a-half
with G-Force, a comedy adventure
ings under a contractor- years and says slie enjoys
about the latest evolution of a covert
style basis, with set days her work.
government program to train
a11imals to work in espionage. Armed
during the week in which
"I love to work here,
with the latest high-tech spy
because
who
equipment, these highly trainedwouldn't?"
Domguinea pigs discover that the fate of
bovy said. "It's
the world is in their paws.
just like a really
chill environDirected by: Hoyt Yeatman
Starring: Nicolas Cage, Steve Buscemi,
ment.
I'm
Tracy Morgan, Bill Nighy, Will Arnett, Zach
passionate
Galifianakis, Kelli Gamer, Gabriel Casseus,
about
Jack Conley, Penelope Cruz, Tyler Patrick
herbs and
Jones .
all
this
stuff as
well, oils
and
stones,
and it at
first started off as
just a favor
for Miranda.
Staff Writer

MOVIE.TIMES

Courtesy Columbia Pictures

THE UGLY TRUTH (R)
Aromantically challenged morning
show producer (Heigl) is reluctantly
embroiled in a series of outrageous
tests by her chauvinistic
correspondent (Butler) to prove his
theories on relationships and help
her find love. His clever ploys,
however, lead to an unexpected
result.
Directed by: Robert Luketic
Starring: Katherine Heigl, Gerard Butler,
Eric Winter, John Michael Higgins, Nick
Searcy, Kevin Connolly, Cheryl Hines

(PG} 12:30 2:50 5:10 7:309:5012:10am

G-Force in Disney Digital 3D

Above: herbs, which are used for
cooking, spell prepwork and other
medicinal and magical uses, line the
shelves of Avalon. Left:Jacqueline
Dombovy and MirandaSolace·Kabina
pose for a photograph.
PHOTOS BY MELISSA CHADBOURNE/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"When I first started
working here I had no
idea about any of this stuff
-at all. She gave me the
opportunity to come work
here and I've learned a ton
of information. It's helped
me personally as far as believing in something or
having an idea of what's
going on."
Solace-Kabina fondly
recalled her time working
in the stor·e when it first
began, and is happy to see
it continuing to thrive and
grow. She said it currently has IP.Ore than four
times the inventory than
when they began.
Both agree that the
best part of -working in
Avalon is the chance to
help people balance themselves and improve their
. lives.
"My favorite aspect of
the store is ... a combination of the herbs as well as
helping
people . put
together certain things to
balance them out and
align them," Dombovy·
said. "There are lots of different objects and things
that you can put together
and create · for people
depending
·on
what
they're going through."
Dombovy appreciates

New album in the works
FROM

A8

grew up on like Goo Goo
Dolls, Third Eye Blind.
We all have a vast brand
of bands that we grew up
and listened to. So, pretty
much when we write
music, our influence isn't
bands, it's more like what
is going on in our life currently, how we feel. We
don't base our music on
other people's music.
CFF: What has been
the most exciting thing so
far about , being on
Warped Tour?
Williams: My bandmates have this crazy

vision that you can only
get certain types of food
in certain areas· or
regions. So, when we're in
New York, we get NY
Pizza or when we're in
China, we'll eat Chinese
food. No, but you get
what I'm saying. When
we're in Chicago, we get
Chicago dogs and .deep
dish pizza. But that's like
the one thing we have to
do. We were in Philly a
few days ago and we were
eating cheesesteaks, just
because we had to.
CFF: What is up next
after Warped Tour is
over?

Williams: We're basically going to write a
whole full-length record.
We've got a bunch of
labels looking at us who
want to see what we can
put out next and [ we want
to] just sell our record to a
label. September and
October we'll be ·writing.
It should be out around
December. We're thinking - we're hoping - on
a major label, so we'll see.
You can check _out
Karrigan on the Kia Kevin
Says stage at the Orlando
stop of the tour on Friday
at the Central Florida
Fairgrounds.

(PG) Disney Digital 3D Showtimes More Info

(R) 11:30am 12:102:002:354:25 5:307:15
8:159:4510:4012:20am 1:00am

Hany Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio

Bruno
(R) 12:35 2:55 5:208:1010:1012:50am

ILoveYou, Beth Cooper
(PG--13) 5:05 J0:1512:45am

Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs
(PG) 11:55am 2:25 4:50 7:10 10:05

Public Enemies
(PG--13) 1:154:307:4010:55

My Sister's Keeper
(PG--13) 11:35am2:157:35

Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen:The
IMAX Experience
(PG--13) IMAX Screen Showtime:;

12:15 3:35 7:051

Transfonners: Revenge ofthe Fallen
(PG--13) 1:05 4:1.5 7:50 11:00

The Proposal
(PG--13) 11:45am 2:30 5:00 7:5510:30 12:55am

The Taking ofPelham 123
(R) 12:0S 4:20 7:20 10:00 12:35am

The Hangover

·

(R) 11:40am 2:45 5:25 8:0510:351:0Sam
-

l

Listings for Friday, July 24

Sweeteners & Metabolism
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE
in Celebration is conducting a 12.-week
research study· for healthy men and
women to determine the effects of
different amounts of high fructose corn
syrup or sucrose on metabolism as
part of a weight maintenance plan.
To qualify for this study you must
be healthy, between 18 & 60 years ·
of age, and be wilting to consume

'

flavored milk beverage daily. In
addition,. you tnay qualify to
part•cipate in 2 separate overnight
stays 1n our metabolic unit.

For your participation in this
cllnlcal research study you will
receive:
• Up to $500 Compensation
• -Complete Blood Work

For more information and l,9
please call 321-9~9-23991

. UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
-CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

(R) 11:20am 2:05 4:55 7:45 10:45 .

The UglyTruth.

11:25am

stand them," Solace-Kabina said. "So people actually turn towards the things
that they really can't
understand, which is, you
know, God."
For people· looking for
a way to open themselves
up and find comfort in
what they are going
through, Solace-Kabina
offers help through readings or getting stones,
"Magic seems to be a
more accessible form of
prayer for people who
aren't necessarily religious," she said.
Avalon is located off of
Mills Avenue, south of
Colonial, at 1211 Hillcrest
St. They are open from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. daily.

407-282-2044

12:002:204:407:009:2011:40

Orphan

(PG) 11 :SOam 12:20 12:50 1:20 1:50 2:40 3:10
3:40 4:10 4:35 5:1S 6:00 6:30 6:55 7:25 8:00
8:30 9:15 9:55 10:20 10:50 11:20 11 :50
12:40am 1:10am

having repeat customers.
"It's really nice when
people come back and
they tell you that ...
whatever they did worked
for them," she said.
Solace-Kabina
also
noted that during these
hard economic times,
some people who don't
have church to fall back
on for support and stability find cqmfort through
other means, including
magic.
· "You can't understand
it - like you lose your job,
or your relationships are
suffering because
of
money problems, you're
supposed to be able to fix
those things, you're supposed to be able to under,-

PlRMnsCANe
PICKED UP AT 0~~!LEo oR
SERVICES OFFICE LOCA~~N,i
PARKING GARAGE B. it IS
RECOMMENDED THAT YOU CHOOSE
THE MAil OUT OPTION TO
AVOID THE LONG LINES.

UniversityWalkin.com

0
ALL fltlllTi,S\~\\JI)'\\\l\\1~ ~

PURCRASElRBltllll~~i\\\llst(lllRE
2009-2010.nARBEG\NN\NG lUll 17

BY REGISTERING ON·llNE Al

WWW.PARKING.UCF.EDU.

Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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Obanta'sp
idea1s sholV in bill
P

resident Barack
Obama has always
spoken of his desire to
"extend a hand across the
aisle" to Republicans when
passing legislation and has
been labeled as having a
vision for a ''post-partisan
future," but his actions as of
late indicate otherwise.
In regards to the ongoing
debate on health care legisla..;
tion, Obama and his staff, up
until this point, haven't been
able to garner any Republican support.
While this is partially due
to Republican refusal to start
compromising, it can also
largely be attributed to the
· health plan's heavy ideological leanings.
It calls for a public health
insurance option that threatens the private insurance that
millions have already purchased It also carries a $1
trillion price tag that will be
covered by taxing America's
most successful even more
heavily.
According to The New
.

York Times, this health care
legislation will represent ''the
biggest changes in social policy in more than 40 years."
It appears that Obama has
gone from prioritizing a postpartisan agenda on health
care to shutting the other
side out for the sake of the
legislation.
In 2007 he said, "The
, most important challenge is
to build a political consensus
[on health care]," according
to The Ti.mes.
But after a meeting at the
Children's National Medical
Center in Washington, D.C.,
on Friday he said, "This isn't
about politics. This is about a
health care system that is
brea,king America's families,
breaking America's businesses and breaking America's
economy."
In addition, last month
when David Axelrod,
Obama's chief strategist,
appeared on ABC's This
Week, he said bills merely
need some form of Republican input, not actual votes, to

be considered bipartisan.
According to recent polls,
the AIµerican public doesn't
exactly agree. A USA TodayGallup survey indicates 50
percent of Americans disapprove of Obama's handling of
the issue.
A survey by The Washington Post and ABC News also
shows that, for the first time,
less than 50 percent of Americans approve of Obama's
healthcare plans.
This isn't all about the legislation. It's about claiming to
compromise when you're ·
not.
·
If Obama no longer cares
about leaving Republicans
out of this process or isn't
willing to negotiate compromises other than the 160
"technical" amendments
Republicans were able to
include in the most recent
health committee bill, he
needs to put the post-partj.san rhetoric aside and be
more forth-coming with
what he really intends to
accomplish.

-

VA health care
'

needs overhaul
0

bama's health care
plan is an intensely
debated issue among
U.S. citizens and government
officials, but the country
should be dedicating just as
much attention to caring
about the health care of war
veterans as it does for the
people who have remained at
home.
The men and women in
the military help to keep this
country safe, but it is disappointing to see the lack of
care they receive in return for
the incredible sacrifices they
have made.
· Earlier this year, Veterans
Affairs hospitals in Florida.
Tennessee and Georgia notified 10,000 veterans who had
colonoscopies that they may
have been exposed to HIV
and other infectious diseases,
like hepatitis, that was linked
to medical equipment that
was improperly cleaned
According to AP, the Government Accountability
Office reported that none of
theV~ hospitals or outpa-

tient clinics are complying
the Travis Air Force base in
fully with privacy requireCalifornia. Surgeons punctured an artery during the
ments in relation to female
veterans.
procedure, which led to the
Women who return from
removal of portions of his
legs.
·
places like Iraq and
Afghanistan face exam rooms
Although Travis officials
that open next to waiting
haven't commented, the case
is still, being investigated
rooms. Others do not have
their own private bathing
When unemployment
rates increase, so do military
facilities.
The fact that thousands of
enlistments, according to The
veterans were told to get
New York 'limes. Given the
growing unemployment rate,
blood tests to ensure their
safety and others have limit- · it is ~xpected that more peoed privacy shows that the VA
ple will go into the military as
an option to receive benefits
health care system needs to
they didn't have before.
beimpr9ved
This increase means that
Hospital administrators
are trying to enhance the way additional health care will
need to be provided to men
they care for patients, but it
and women who return from
shouldn't take extreme inciduty. Employees at these
dents to create better condi~
tions for war veterans.
facilities need to be properly .
trained in order to care for
Although VA hospitals
have had the most negative
these individuals.
Veterans do enough to
publicity, they are not the
protect our country without
only ones showing neglect to
having to worry whether or
veterans.
not their health is in safe
Airman 1st Class Colton
hands when they return
Read was supposed to have
routine gallbladder surgery at home.

TIM GOHEEN/ MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

Board of Trustees
losing students' trust
ness as usual - business
. Imagine dangling off a
rope in gym class.
that functions by providAnd as you slowly
ing education.
But without money,
reach to the top and
stretch out your hand to
there is no education feel victorious, a large
so essentially, it all
pair of scissors cuts the
comes down to money.
rope and sends you tumSure it's heroic and
bling to the hardwood
generous for President
Hitt tt, reject pay raises;
floor.
KONSTATIN RAVVIN . the poor man already
It may seem that perContributing Columnist
makes a six figure salary
haps every situation any
that's perhaps ,sneaking
individual experiences,
to some degree, can have this into a seventh margin. God forbid he
metaphor applied to it, but for UCF or any other wealthy individual on
students affected by the university's the BOT has to give up a few thoubudget cuts, the feeling is much the sand dollars so that struggling students can get an education.
same.
. It's human nature that the powerIsaac Newton stated that every
action has an equal and opposite. ful prey on the weak .:_ ~ is h<;>w
reaction, and as such. we shouldn't our economic crisis came about be too surprised that people are tak- and this is how UCF's miniature criing to the streets to protest their sis found its way to our doorstep.
ropes being cut.
What invigorates and perh:aps
To put it simply, in no way can a antagonizes those who are at the
"cutback" represent something pos- bottom of the food chain to claim
itive.
·
abuse is the sheer audacity th~t
Although the majority of us don't those at the top have in not stepping
feel the slightest of nudges from up and admitting fault.
You are a board of "trustees."
these cutbacks, we, perhaps, at some
When something goes wrong, we
point or another, empathize with
those students and faculty who have "trust" in you to fix it. If the UCF
been slammed to the ground and seal really does stand for what you
not given the opportunity to stand say it stands for, then you would
backup.
have some integrity and allow for
An individual who has admitted anything that is truly wasteful to the
fault is an individual who has told institution, no matter how profitable
it is to you, to be d1mioished.
the greatest truth.
The BOT perhap~ fails to recogYet what instigates the greatest
amount of resistance against these nize that the organization as a whole
cutbacks is the fact that somewhere is much grander than they are, and it
along the line, our Board of stands for something more meanTrustees, which in this case is per- ingful.
I encourage anyone reading this
haps the most ironic term to use, has
misled us and is rapidly losing our article to ask around and observe
your campus environment.
trust.
With no added value to the soluQuestion the teachers, the yard
tion, I'm at odds of sounding like a workers, ahd the janitors. Question
sock puppet and a pundit, but per- your fellow peers. ·
There are, without a doubt, parts
haps tensions would ease if somewhere, somehow someone from the of UCF that do not benefit our instiBOT acknowledged that a mistake tution as a whole and are in place to
. benefit those who profit from it.
had been made.
There is nothing more that we
, . Up until this point, many students have been treated like pawns can do but observe what is happenbut have been unaware until the ing, call out and put pressure on
water began to rise with these rough those who have been entrusted with
our life vests. It is, of course, up to
economic times.
In the end, we realize that UCF's them to make sure our vests are conprimary·mission is to conduct busi- stantly inflated.

•

. tt

~I

. ~
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ON UCFNEWS.COM . WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Severe budget crisis
forced program cuts

•
•

Pretty good rhetoric. It is unfortunate
that lining the pockets of administrators
was a pnority for the University this .
year, but not for the rest of the school
For example, some administrators
received pay raises of nearly $50,000. Go
request public records for all pay raises
provided to all employees this last year.
Some administrators received enormous raises. Youndi Cook, Gen~ral
Counsel for UCF, received nearly
$50,000 in a pay raise. It is disgusting
they cannot provide cost of living
increases to employees, but can sit fat
and happy amongst themselves.
SICK OF BEING LIED TO

UCF faculty are the best paid (yup,
No.1) in the state universities. Knowing
some of the teachers, and how much
work they do throughout the year
(including taking the entire summer off
and working a max of 30 hours/week),
many are overpaid
ANONYMOUS

. I wonder how much thought went
into the decision to cut programs. How
much money goes toward our wild and
never ending growth and construction?
How much do we spend on irrigation?
Or landscaping? Yet, the first big cuts
I'm glad UCF is not getting away
are toward academic programs? Is this
with these program eliminations as quithe only way? Is it more important to
etly as they had hoped. I admire that so
become an elite university or water our
many people are working this hard to
plants? The plants make UCF look pretsave these programs. Since they backty, I guess lqoking pretty is more importracked on the Statistics decision (after
tant than academic prowess.
several large corporations made com.KS0321
plaints) there is hope the others can be
saved as well.
It is all game playing. UCF does the
GOODJOB
same thing with all of the Bargaining.
Units. They speak in generalities, but
Thanks for the comment - please
can never prodllce specific answers or
do come out to the pre-BOT-meetinginformation. Just that ''we had budget
rally on Thursday and bring a bunch of cuts and don't have any money". Then
concerned people with you - the BOT we find out there are millions sitting
needs to hear and see that they cannot
in unrestricted accounts for av~able
simply rubber stamp the secret agenda
use.
of Hitt and Hickey. They have a responLots of smiling and non-committal
sibility to the taxpayers of FL and to the answers. I guess they think we have not
students of this university. They do not studied human behavior. The non-verwork for Hitt - Hitt works for them.
bal cues given by negotiators and
Enough already with UCF's incompeadnµnistrators is very telling. It is much
tence.
fun for all of us to be lied to over and
FED UP WITH HITT AND HICKEY •over again. Yes, UCF, omissions are the
same as lies.

Hitt not forthcoming
with UCF budget info

Everyone should come out and see
the negotiations for the UFF and the
PBA (Police Benevolent Association).
The media and everyone would be very
entertained
SICK OF BEING LIED TO

kso321: budget was cut from ~verywhere... landscaping got a huge budget ·
cut that was made feasible by working
to convert 'all the irrigation water to use
reclaimed water rather then potable ·
water. Cutting off all water to the plants
and letting our campus die would be
insane, as it would cost MUCH more to
have to replant and relandscape the
entire campus then to just maintain it.
When's the last time you've seen an
elite university with all dead plants anyways?
They also managed to cut $2 million/year from the electric bill by
installing motion sensors and upgrading lighting and other items to improve
the energy efficiency. Almost everything in the school has seen cuts,
except SGA funded stuff as they're
funded separately.
ANONYMOUS

..
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100
125
150
175
200
225
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RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
HelpWanted:Part-Tnne C
HelpWanted:Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent: Homes
B
For Rent: ~rtments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

Rm

325 For Sale: Automotlve
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Travel'
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

6
Earn $2,500.00 WEEKLY
po::essi g IJU'fy3rs, l:roctues.
Greatq:portunity r ~ .
51..wies funished Proressors
needed
No travel. For
FREE infoonation call Speec:Jine
PltJIK:atiorls NOW (000)9o7-5054

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day polEntial. No E>cperien:e
Necessary. Trainrg Provided.
/lge 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 1W.

r--ow.

AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Train for

ttj1 payrg Aviation Maiita1arce
Caeer. F A A ~ proga-n.
Filartial aid if cp..alified - Housing
avaiable. CALLAvialion Institute
o f ~ (888)349-6387.

125

200

Part-Time

Pfr Dog;y D<¥30 associate
posistions aval. Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kernel Exp. a plus!
l..ocalbns i, Or1ardo ard &nford
--www.oog::layaftemoo.net"**
email res.me 1D
. i1fo@oog::layaftemoo.net

Urit#200. RgitonAlafaya

Promofe Course&nat an
eTex11:xx>k µoviderto dassmales
& professors. Earn sq:,erd &
bonuses for rosing CMl)US
events. Ole sp::,t leftl To awY
visit www.repnation. CXll11kx:x.rses

3125 TH. Kitrnen, W/D,

cU:muse, p:d. Nea- UC~
$1350Avail.Al.g.
Cal Ronad :Jl:h-T12.Jf5f;Jl or
ronalct)aptis1a@beffshouth.net

CLOSE TO lJCF®l2screen
perch, open kitchen, I.RIDfWMowr 1700 sg ft. $1495 avail 8";
Call today! Doug 407-Q20.6201.

, on\me an11\11w :i\.

\'\·Ke ;mll ,w11 au., . . . ~cht-;si\iell.;
". . hf\e" S\l.l\lCt s.con

\\'\\'\\'.,u\l)!.

alarm, an:l warer a1 indu:led
$1,::n> mo. Call: 407-694-0651

Private 1/1 Avail Now

21.2 Ft.l1ished Conc:b in 1-k.nter's
Reserve.HcmMxx:I floors, Vaulted
oeilirgs, 2l'Y.1fbor; Screened-In
Pon::h, stove, microwave,
washerki),'er ard refrigerator.
WaterfrortAou,tahPool ard CUJ
1-buse. Located 11.2 mile UCF.
All Utilites & i1lemet indi.ded.
$1300m:Jnth or llJx,() per roomate
Qt 863-004-6016 to 9d1ec:tie a
visit. Mtess: 108 Reserve Ci:

HELP WANTED:

L.uxuy Conc:b at 1he Gres.t
Waterford Lakes, geat bcation 10
many sloresrest, 2n:I floor Lrit,
1138 &:!ft, dose to UCF,
2br~, gym, p:d, 2 WI oosets,
washerki),'er, garbcge pi::k-1.4),

~ w'lake view. Aplllances

Included. 2 mile from UCF.
Availa)le Now. Call: 954,a;s..
6298
TOWNHOME TUSKAWILJ.A FOR

RENT

in Waerford Lakes. BeaJtifij_
Great for student o, pmfessioi ial.

lrdu:JesW/D, pool, gym ard
ja::uzzi. $719hno.
Cal 904-864-0415

FURN,W,O, CABLE. Pv'T BATH.IN 21.2 UCF10 MIN $350MO.
$100SEC,+1.0ibl
STEVE 407-267-4982

Colorial Pcinte L.uxuy Aps
1 & 2 Bectooms Free W/D, p:d,
fitness renter, patios.
2300 Eron Ci: 407-679-6061

Half home for rent 21.2 c4Jlex.
Realy nice! Close to UCF. W/D &
cishwa'3ller: &4)Elf'l:a:kyard with
path $950tm. Gall 407-473-4377
to schedue a visit.
117 Wes 5th St ChiJota

Smal ap2f1ment with kitchen an:l
private entnnce n my home. Al
ubities inclu:lecl. Gable & wieless
internet $500tno. Siaje female
µBf. Gall Carolyn at 407-468-0053.

BLOWOUT SALE

TCNv'l'YlOUSe For Rert ti:3&2.5 Ba both
masters, al ~ ird.ded. 11.2

In gated c:orrm.ri1y with p:d an:l
cabana Short cislarce to UCF.
OJeen's masler bedroom.
$475.tno. Huge balhrocm, garden

$85Qtro. Call 407-31 o-6583

2 bedQ balh c4J1ex. Cbseto
UCF. W/D ind. $750\'ro. Gal
407-695-6062 or 407-834-8787

2 Female Rcorrmates Needed
furished, 42 house
walkirg cistarce to UCF
$500.tro + staed utities.
• GallAlexan:ta312-437-7415

• SIMPLE DIV Pool Kit Assembly
• SAVE MONEY on Alt Poot Supplies
& Accessories. Ships Fast

:=:~, 800·2~-~~2

Woman To Start Professional
Tug-Of-War League
BEXAR COUNTY - Mary Ann W. applied Thera-Gesic~ pain
creme to her sore shoulder and hands and.felt so great she
decided to stan a professional tug-of-war league. When asked
who would be the target audience for the new TOW league. she painlessly
replied, "None of your dang business!"

Endorsedby:

Female RCXJMATE NEEDED.
1-buse nea- UCF perfect for 3-4
~women $490rd.Desal
utities ~ atlle. 52 ft ~
p:d. Gril area Need one more
IOOl 11 I rates for Au;;J.s_ 1st Must
be rea::lyto sg, a 6 mordh lease,
with one A? mordh dep:>sit
ContactJa, at 407-484-1834 for
fu1her ibmalion.

delails conta:t me at
tirneY,ma,@gnail.oom or (443)
787-0254.

Acua htega 95 $5001 Horda
Civic 97 $400! TC¥Jla Carry 98
$8501 Fold Tarus 00 $9001 Pofre
lrrp'.x.ndsl For listrgs call (000}366-9813 ext 9275.

2 roommates needed
il 3125. New gated lr:rM"h:me.
Walk to UCF. Pool. $550 + share
Iii. Must be dean & sig1 12 mo.
lease with 1 mo. dep.
Cal 407-467-4873

l\l1ovirg Sale - LG Front-l.oal:i-g
W/D For Sae- $725 or best
offer. As'iey Love seat. genlly
used$250. 407.fl52-e746

OVIEIX>- HUGE ESTATE
SALE!! Ri 71.24 (7ai-t-12pm}ald
Sat 7/.'5 (7ai-t-2pm). Furrrue,
l<ittlerlw!re, Clothes, Art. MUST
SBJ_AllJ 235 Oystal Qr

8

7

6
7 3

2
8 4

ACROSS
1 Spill catcher
4Comered
9 A pump lacks
one
14 Sun Devils' sch.
15 Cry of innocence
16 Hogwash .
17 Strauss's •_
Rosenkavalier"
18Takeon
20 _ artery, which
supplies the '
kidneys
22Tee-hee
23Takeoff
27 Expectoration
sound
28 River inlet
29 Banda of the
1960s-'70s
Athletics
32Takeup
38 Like some auto
engines
40 Daughter of King
M inos
41 Takedown
43 Place for a stud
44 DUl's excess
45 "Mall.a _ Away":
Sheryl Crow
song
48Take in
53 Big name In art .
g lass
56 Sci-Ii w riter
Asimov
57Takeout
61 W indy City
transportation
gp.
62 Union founded
by Samuel
Gompers, for
• short
63 Y, sometimes
64 Kenan's TV pal
65 Kirsten of
"Spider-Man"
66 Land formation
named for its
usual shape
67Cannes
condiment

Thursday puzzle:
Hard,level

1

9

DOWN
1 Unfair judgment,
s langlly

7/23/09

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

"Thar she blows!"
Peel out
Perspective
Overly
HVAC measure
Band aid?
Brewer's
ingredient
9 R ight segment
1O Very short time
11 Lemieux's m ilieu
12 It adjoins the
altar
13 Rock: Pmf.
19 Bearded grazer
21 Parting words
24 Dry resid ue from
molten liquid
25 "
a stinker?":
Bugs Bunny line
26 N.C:s capital
29 Gets off the point
30 First name in
advice
31 Bigger than m ed.
33 "Skedaddle!"
34 Birdie beater
35 AK Steel Hold ing
Corp.• formerly

36_Grande
37 Marine
combatants

N 3 J. :I O
3 J. S V S

Last issue solved
monogram
39 Diamond stat
42 Indian b read
46 Colonel Sanders
trademark
47 Prepared to be
summoned
48Light, filled
pastries
49 Letter-shaped
fastener

sptTYJ and frame. .
$299.00
can Bryan 561-6444478
tgym1029@yahoo.cx:rn
CHURCH FURNITURE Does
}{)I.I' ctuch need pews, l)l41tset,
~ steepe, IIWldc:Mls? Big
Sale a, reN rushbned pews an:l
rustions for tad pews. (000)2318360. www.pews1 .oom

1~7109832

ATTENDCXJU.EGECNJ,.Etom
Home."Med::al,"alsiless,
*Paraega, -c.arµas, "Qimal
.AJSlk:e. Job pa:lel I tert
. lei 0:,. Corrp.Er llll8i!ittt.
FilanciaAid if q.ialfied.
Qt (866)858-2121
www.Cerm.raOrr,acan

I.AGovDeal
http://FL.govdeals.com
s. X'lli

~c:1-vertise i.-. c>V'er 'W 0 0 p a p e r s
C>rder - C>.,.e P a y m e... t

"Y""'N'.-natio ...a1-c1a.s.sifiec:Js.co~
1...fo@ ...ationa1-c1assifieds,,con:1

..

-.-&66-74:Z-'l 3 7 3

US te> we>rl<

in the student union today

or print your coupons oriline at

w w w_BackyardEconomics ~com

53 River herring
54 Vegan staple
55 Otwelrs alma
.mater
58 Water tester
59Bamblrd
60 Comprehend

LOSE UP10 30 LBS IN 30 DAYS.
ALL NATURAl, DOCTOR
RECOMMe-OED, CALL FOR FREE
CONSU..TATION

Police/Sheriff Vehlcles & Confiscated Proper9' - Heavy
Equipment - Pickup Trucks - Cars - Buses • Com_puters
Furniture - Speclalfy Assets - Scrap Metar
New Items Added Dally - Register Online to Bid Nowt

P ... t

51 Available from
Netflix, say
52 String quartet
member

350

GovDeals is Hosting at Online Auction the Surplus
Assets of Florida County, City, Law Enforcement and
Educational Agencies

C>.,.e C a l l - 'C> ...e

50 Fabi of racing

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Florida City & County
Government Surplus

Register onllne to bid. Call 800-613-0156 or
e-mall info@,ovdeals.com for more lnfonnaUon

S d I H J. 3 a I S
3 IN O a N O 'I N 0
N 3 A V 3 H 8 0 H

38 "Nature" author's

11111 Go Painlessly™
1..1' THERAGESICe

I

repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

By Dan Naddor

Queen size rnattrass for
sale!! Used one year.
lnclu:1es rnattrass, box

female UCF. Sludent needed 10
share 1he 225 gated toY.irmuse.
$550 mo plus $000 sea.rily.
i1clu:les atlle an:l i1lanet 11.2
electric. Serious stu::lents awY .
ony not rea::lyfor any games.

5

C> Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no

CROSSWORD

'

o7 CHEVEUE SS 396 $47001:Jlue
exttt;6 cyl. ~;arornati::
ba S I isio, 1;110 000 rriles.For

7

suldolku

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

n

www.workforstudents.com

5

4

2

Rooms for rent 2r2, m & 414
bedroom h:Jmes. $475 & 1.4). Yard
an:l Uli. net 2 ni1es to UCF.
lrdvnlal leases. Month to month
avai. www.ForRertNea'lJCFoom

located Near Campus
- - 407-679-2700 - -

4 2
1
7
9

9

5

home dose to carp.IS
415per rncrrth
callAdam 954-817~

Qt 407-340-9887

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

4

very nice neqtxxt,ood

dose!, OOliJle silks.
Pmoess room. Wal<-in dose!,
private balhoom. $395tro.
Gaage. F€n1ales ony J\b pets.

Each addl issue:

5 8
1
8
.. ,·---···· .............

5

m

11.b, sepirae sro,yer, walk-fl

Bm.t
$J.9
$J3

First issue:

1

$475. CaD 407-701-8331.

Srrokers,
smal pets wekxme. 407~704160

B
B

3

Room for rent in m 11:7Nrlhluse,
1.5 niles from UCF. Female
ony Everytlirg ird.K:led for

FOR SALE:
~
[CW Automotive

B
A
A
B
A
B
B

7

Oily 1 Roomnate needed
furished room in m house,
Oviecb, 2 miles from UCF, $490 a
mordh indu:les all Utilities. MUST
BE CLEAN, no pets. Deposit
$150. Brya,. oel407-929-6598or
l::ra1ks99@yal,oo.oom

UCFAREA- Walk to Classes.
1 br. 1 t:xh. 600 &J. ft. $395tro.,
~ . $525.mo. 1 fv10. FREE
RENT. (407) 339-2933

3 barn, 2 bath, 1 c a r ~$1350mo cilJhJuse w,pool,
'M:ll1<out ElCJ-4> & more. No

mi. from UCF, W/D. Aval Now.

-·----····

IOOl1Y11ate waited

UCF.iNE ORLANDO

.

UJUJUJ.Knight-NeUJspa ers.co,n/

""

All
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>c:::a(AMPus·
._..ROSSINGS
a ca1npus aaartments community

F
WW

INF
.C

PUSAPTS.COM/COLLEGESTATION

'146
(88 ) 714-941-2

4 BED 4 BATH UNITS - WALK IN CLOSETS - TANNING BED - BIWARD ROOM - CYBER CAFE
XBOX AND Wii GAMER.QOM - FREE DVD RENTALS - PRIVATE BATHROOMS
STATE OF THE ART FITNESS CENTER - RESOR"F STYLE POOL
~ •
12100 RENAISSANCE CT.. ORLANDO, FL 32826
~
.

•
I •

•

I •

6

AMPus · ·

TOWNHOME STYLE UNITS :__ BIWARD ROOM - TANNING BED - RECYCLING PROGRAM
DESIG ER INTERIORS - 24·HR FITNESS CENTER - HARDWOOD FLOORS - Wii GAMEROOM

ROSSINGS

TWO POOLS - PLANNED SOCIAL EVENTS - CYBER CAFE·

a campus apartments comrruity

1 2024 ROYAL WULFF LANE, ORLANDO. FL 32817
WWW. CAMPUSAPTS.COM/ ALAFAYA
-

"
"
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